PROPOSED PARKING LAYOUT FOR CONSULTATION
Parking rearranged to maximise
the number of spaces whilst
ensuring safe access

Clearly defined bays and signs mean
residents of Maiden Lane should find it
easier to access a parking space
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Existing disabled bays will be resigned.
Each bay will be allocated to a specific
resident with dedicated permit. Vehicles
parked without a permit may be issued a
Penalty Charge Notice
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Estate boundary
No waiting at any time
Permit holders parking place

Two car club bays where you
can hire a car by the hour
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Existing disabled parking place
Proposed disabled parking place
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Three electric vehicle charging
points to be renewed to
encourage greener vehicles

Car club parking place
Electric vehicle parking place
Motorcycle parking place
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Roads and pavements should remain
clearer, allowing cars, emergency vehicles and
pedestrians to move around more freely and
safely

Parking is not allowed in any area that isn’t marked as a
parking space. Vehicles found parked in these areas may
be issued with a Penalty Charge Notice

New disabled bays. Each bay will be
allocated to a specific resident with
dedicated permit

Yellow lines will make it clear
where it isn’t safe to park and Penalty
Charge Notices (PCNs) may be
issued. Emergency service vehicles
will have clearer access allowing
them to respond more rapidly to
issues on the estate

Wherever possible we have proposed
permit parking bays. These bays can only
be used by Maiden Lane resident permit
holders and other authorised users such
as Blue Badge holders and Camden
maintenance vehicles.
During this consultation, we welcome your
suggestions of how we can improve our
proposals.

